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About This Game

Challenge your problem solving skills in this fast paced math game. Each round consists of three math problems: addition,
subtraction, multiplication. You must select the correct answer in the limited amount of time that would correctly complete the

equation. You can track the number of right and wrong answers by count and by assigned letter grades that change as you
progress. Select from multiple difficulty settings and restart at anytime to clear your progress and try to achieve 100%. With
endless levels, randomized math equations, multiple difficulty settings, and an easy to use interface Math Problem Challenge

will provide hours of challenges.

Features:
Endless Rounds

3 Problems Per Round
Addition, Subtraction, and Multiplication Problems

Multiple Difficulty Settings
Random Math Equations
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Now this was a whole lot of fun. A very sylish game and nice easy menus. I liked having the tutorial after I jumped right in first
time and didn't really know what I was doing.

There is something wickedly addictive with this game. For some reason there is some sick pleasure in banging those cells
together before they go sour. You can have to stay alert because it can all go very pear shaped very quicky just when you think
you've got it nailed.

Easy to see that a lot of time and love has gone into this. Nice music, suits the gameplay well. Great job.. You start as a 24 years
old woman who lives in small village and looses her father. Everything is suffocating her in her hometown, so she decides to
travel to a distant city where her father used to live.

It has a unique graphic presentation, nice soundtrack and interesting theme however gameplay and some design choices are
trying really hard to repel any person willing to give this game a chance.

The protagonist struggles with a depression after her parent's death and this is quite visual as her fears take on physical form and
throw you into the battle. Why would you need to fight a dragon while you have your inner horrors to fight? Battles are turn-
based and usually require some planning.
You also improve by leveling when you access skill tree in a form of snowflake and pick an ability which manifests how the
character decides to deal with the reality (tough up - persistence +, cling to friends - heal allies, etc.). I like the whole idea quite
well.

On the other hand, the game fails to explain gameplay mechanism. Sometimes you find yourself surrounded by enemies, the
text hints some a mechanism is being introduced and then you have to figure out what it is.
It would be fine but combine it with slow pace (mostly thanks to slow movement of everything on screen) and the will to
experiment leaves you.

It brings me to another flaw in the game and that is general slowness. Controls are responsive but moving across mere 3 screens
(1 screen = a short path next to a 1 bedroom house) can take up to a minute.

There is also nothing to explore. You can either walk around, click on a person you wish to talk with or participate in a battle.
No clickable objects which is not a flaw but I think it is good to mention.

I played the prologue and a bit of episode 1 because I decided it is not worth it to keep going. I am not excited enough about the
story to spend time mostly watching character crawling around.
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This game is certainly not for everybody, try demo to decide for yourself.. I voted yes, but this has to be the first time i've ever
wished a game was in early access. It has the bones to be a decent pirate sim but thats all. You will find no meat here, not even a
half way decent tutorial. All you will find is a game that plays EXACTLY the same every single time and there is only a few
hours to be had to experience the entire game for the most part. Idk, I was left feeling like I played a vaguely concieved game in
just a few hours. With that said, the amateurish visuals coupled with an excellent jobs system for the villagers (Once you teach
yourself how it works) make it a surprisingly fun few hours.

So i do recomend this game if only for more people to ask the devs to put out an UPDATE.
. Lots of fun! I've been playing this with my girlfriend for a couple of days. Recommend. Great game. I'm loving it. If you raise
the rifle to your face and aim, you actually seem to be more accurate. The reload mechanics add to the immersion and the
difficulty level is a nice gradient, easing you into the mechanics.

I've only played the one map, defeated two of the big mofo's before my little shelter was overrun but the game never felt unfair.
I look forward to it's further development and this will be one that I frequently turn to for 'a zombie apocalypse' fix.

Update: The new updates and content make this game even better.. Simple and fun. Using the left and right arrow keys you try
to demonstrate to the media how easy flying a jetpack is by completing progressively more challenging tricks and courses, and
likely crash hilariously 50 times before successfully landing once.
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This game trash.

 lets get into why I say that, these are the biggest issues.

-The premise of the game is to get stuff underground, which means you have to go back up. A LOT. You spend more time
traveling back to the surface repeatedly do make things than exploring. My solution was to just keep my crafting supplies and
thing in my inventory and not have a base or home which doesn't work well since there are small inventories. This isn't like
other games of the sort (I have them all) with terraria there's recall potions or magic mirrors, starbound has ship teleport, Crea
has warp stones so you can just teleport back to your house, Minecraft is a small world and not entirely based underground so
this isn't an issue.

-Combat is♥♥♥♥♥♥ You get a few bland tiny attack radius weapons and enemys that either slowly walk towards you and can
never hit you, or throw things that dont do jack♥♥♥♥♥♥ You can get through the entire game without a weapon bcus you can
place blocks almost anywhere on your screen and just block them off and kill them with lava or ignore them.

-What's the point? its to collect items and get better equipment but there's no final goal it's just becoming a horder and mining
for hours that isn't fun since combat is♥♥♥♥♥♥

-Portals, the way to travel planets is to find portal chests and once you get three you get a portal to another world, except when
you press M it brings up a map that shows ALL LIGHT SOURCES EVEN IF YOU HAVN'T SEEN THE ARE YET WITHIN
LIKE 50 BLOCKS OR MORE (you're 1 block large it's a large area around you that you can see on the map). which means all
loot areas and portal chests (they glow) are basically mapped out for you, there goes the exploration part, the only thing this
game had left.

This game MIGHT be worth wasting some time on if it was free never buy this game get any others, Crea, Starbound, Terraria,
Dig or Die 2, Minecraft, and if you've played all these and other worthwhile games of the type like I have don't waste your
money on this.. For the price its a good game, 8\/10. You may think you can skip the season pass because the campaign is only
worth it, you shouldn't. With the laughable price difference of standard edition and the bundle that includes this, you should just
risk it.. as of this writing(2.1hrs game played)..

i am actually liking this game.. even if it's an RPG Maker game..which most games by the same engine has the most cliche
story..

the characters are great.. the HUMOR is great.. the art is great.. and the combat is actually great..

this game might have a Mixed Review.. but i think it's pretty biased..

PROS:
+Great Sense of Humor jokes
+Fourth Wall Breaks are hilarious.. especially the studio itself are in the game... and their previous characters are in the
company!
+great character design
+good story "SO FAR"(i haven't finished the game yet.. but the story right now is very "cliffhanging")
+simple and easy to learn combat
+wise strategy thinking

CONS:
-bugs may occur(i got a bug where i lost my save.. i don't know how but im glad i'm double saving)
-some crashes(i experienced crashes BEFORE battles.. and i know the devs warned us about the issue so yea..)
-no voiceovers(i DON'T know if it's ok to put voiceovers in a RPG Maker Game but if capable..i wished there's some
voiceovers since sometimes i get dizzy when reading them dialogs..)

that sums pretty much it!

i REALLY recommend this game and hopefully there are more to come(i haven't even finished this game yet!). Simple yet
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satisfying. Jips delivers several ship puzzles without the dog running off with and eating your puzzle pieces. It's not perfect but
for the money it's not that bad. I'm not aware of many other games like it on steam so it's kind of unique. If Jips is not for you at
least you won't be out much money. I spent more time with it than I thought I would.

. Throw away the flip phone folks, there's a better way to play snake!!!

Ophidian is a remarkable take on a classic and there's no denying it's done right. 3 different game modes (my personal favorite
is Ghost where you get to be your own worst enemy) and tons of challenging levels make for excellent playablilty and the visuals
and music are perfect for this game. It plays really smoothly and the controls are perfectly responsive and forgiving.

If you were ever looking for the perfect snake remake, this is it right here.. fun for like 8 minutes and then boring for ever

Launch Date and Gameplay Trailers!:
When is it releasing? How much will it be? Can I buy it now? These are the big three questions I get again and again. Well,
today is the day I can start giving answers. INVERSUS launches on August 16th for $14.99 USD. That's crazy soon and I can’t
wait to get it in your hands!

On top of that, I uploaded two new gameplay trailers! One is for versus mode and one is for arcade. Check them out on the store
page while I get back to putting the finishing touches on this game.
. January results:
Good Day, Fellow Ranked Warriors! ��
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Today we want to highlight and acknowledge the very top Ranked players in our game on both our servers, International and
Chinese!

From the Diamond league �� only, here are the top 10 Generals that grinded the hardest in January. They are the warriors to
beat!. Patch 180: Bug fixes etc.:
- VN misions should now longer spawn in places where they would cut off parts of the galaxy. Also, they wait for your ship to
reach a value of 1250.
- Reduced the requirements to complete the combat missions, e.g. the number of asteroids that need to be transported.
- Fixed a bug causing the particles in solar winds to stand still.
- Fixed a bug in the linked armor.
- Fixed two errors in the GL shader code affecting Intel GPUs.
- Fixed a bug related to joints.
- Torpedo launchers do less damage when mounted on enemy ships. Also, the torpedos' trails are now really big. :)
- Improved the automatic error reporting.. New update available!:
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- Mechs running available !
- Stormtroopers and Destroyers partially restores their health
- A detailed system of robot damage appear. Hands, body and legs can be damaged separately.
- Jungle - a new locationl appear
- Improved graphics in all locations
-The player's personal statistics section appears.
- Full support for the gamepad
- Two new music tracks
- Achievements available!. 2.01 Releases!:

New content:. Demo keys:
Hey guys!

We are sorry that you have demo keys instead of full DLC. You can contact me via Steam PM or sergey@play-cute.com and I
will exchange your old key with a new one(Full version DLC)

But please, provide me more info about where did you get this key or show me the key itself. Thanks!

Cheers! . Bug Fixes, Minor New Features, Import/Export Working For MOBA GM Files:

 Major Bug Fixes.  Update:
Fix bugs

If you didn't recive the update - verify the game cash.
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